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Product Spec for Groww Buckets and 
Savings Pot
What are we building?
For the current project, we'll build two core solutions for the Groww App and Web experience for Stocks:

Groww Buckets
We want to give Groww users the ability to buy/sell a group of stocks with one click. They should be able 
to convert their watchlist into a bucket or a customized bundle of stocks.

This feature is in line with Groww's mission to make investing easier, faster, and more transparent. A 
feature like Groww Buckets gives users an alternative to Mutual Funds and more control and visibility 
to the investments they are making - Engagement

It also gives Groww the opportunity to create buckets based on low-cost ETFs that Groww owned 
Indiabulls AMC currently have or may take out in the future - Revenue

Savings Pot
We want to make it easier for users to save money and make it part of their daily habit, a feature like 
Savings Pot would help users develop this habit of saving, and then using that saved money to invest in 
assets through Groww

Giving users the ability to round-up their daily transactions and add the difference of the round-up to 
their Savings Pot automatically will help in activating users who only use Groww for mutual funds, as 
well as attract new-age users to the platform as well - Acquisition

Ability to set investment goals and targets will gamify the process of saving and incentivise the users 
more to save money - Engagement

Why are we building it?
As mentioned above, both these features align with Groww's mission to make investment easier and 
faster and also be the best-in-class app for any Indian to invest and trade. 

It  solves the problem of Saving money a part of your habit as well as achieve your financial goals

It incentivises traders to not create a separate account for their long-term investments and manage all 
their trades as well as investments in one platform

It gives the user an alternative to mutual funds on which the user not only has more control but also 
has more visibility of where their money is invested and in what proportion in real time

Why now?
Internet penetration in India is increasing at a rapid pace and more users coming online than ever with 
access to cheap internet and affordable smartphones

The number of accounts opened in brokerages is also at a high as well as the fact that whole internet 
broking industry is really heating up with lots competitors that have come up recently. 

While Groww has an early mover advantage, it is important to maintain the amazing experience and 
also build upon it before the users start looking at alternatives

Since it's a growing market, and the longest lifetime users would be young users who are investing for 
the first time using their pocket money - it would a super advantage for Groww to acquire these users 
at such an early-stage of their journey

Who are we building it for?
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Power Users - Existing power users who have used Groww on a regular basis for their investments 
and also take a very keen interest in their personal finance and like to have control

New Users and Mutual Fund Users - These features will also attract new users to Groww who were 
looking for more advanced features and also an app that can be a one-stop shop for research and 
investment. We also want to bring users who use Groww only for mutual funds into the Groww stocks 
as well. The new features will attract these users.

Competitor Analysis
Smallcase - Major competitor, the first player to bring one-click stock bucket buying to the market.

Has majority market share in one-click multiple stock buying

Has paid smallcases as well, allowing SEBI registered analysts to create premium offerings

The UX of the app and website is best in class - very well thought through

Acquired by Zerodha

Dhan - Raise Financial Services - Recently launched stock investing and trading app

Focuses on speed - fast onboarding, smooth UX

Feature loaded - Lots of interesting new features and offerings that current broking apps don't 
provide - double-tap to place an order, aftermarket orders, etc.

Upstox - Smallest among all the broking competitors in terms of users

IndMoney - More of a one-stop shop to manage all your money. Currently doesn't provide investment 
in Indian stocks

Could become a major competitor once it enables stock trading on its platform

Allows investment in US stocks and competes directly with Groww on that front

Spenny & Jar App - Both these apps provide a similar feature where daily transactions are rounded 
up to nearest 10 and that money is invested in an asset like gold or mutual fund

Goals and Non-Goals
Goals

Goal Metric
Metric

Type Target

Increase the number of trades on the
platform

trades per day North Star
increase
by 20%

Bring Groww mutual fund users to Groww
stock platform

%(users who bought a stock) of total users L1
increase
by 50%

Increase money added to Groww platform money added per user L2
increase
by 50%

Non Goals
We only allow the creation of buckets - sharing ability will be added in the next iteration as we want to 
do a major overhaul on the referral flow as well

For V1 users can only set default rules for saving. Custom rules will be in next rollout

Risks
Users might not even use the Buckets feature - Discoverability and educating the user about these 
features is key as it may seem complicated at the onset

Notification bombardment - We want to limit the notifications we sent to the users when money is being 
added to their Savings Pot so that users don't get irritated and turn it off entirely

https://www.notion.so/Increase-the-number-of-trades-on-the-platform-3af09136df114f139aefac4751455c4e
https://www.notion.so/Bring-Groww-mutual-fund-users-to-Groww-stock-platform-91ad67cecdaf467c9562963dc67bfc1f
https://www.notion.so/Increase-money-added-to-Groww-platform-3fa0df79d2f34c9a9e3988e783e94ee0
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How are we building it?
Key Features

Feature User Story Priority

Stock Buckets - Add multiple stocks to create a bundle
As a user, I want to bundle stocks together,
so that I track them together

P1

Watchlist to bucket - Ability to convert exist watchlist to
Bucket

As a user, I want to convert my existing
watchlists to buckets, so that I can track them
together

P1

Bucket buying - Ability to set order for each stock that gets
executed all at one click

As a user, I want to place orders for all stocks
in a bucket, so that I can save time

P1

Bucket SIP - Ability set SIP for a bucket of stocks on
daily/weekly/monthly basis

As a user, I want to set a SIP for my bucket
stocks, so that I don't have to manually place
orders every time

P2

Automatic Saving - Detect a transaction and notify user about
rounded-up investment

As a User, I want to put money aside for
savings automatically, so that it becomes a
habit

P1

Automatic Saving - A screen to set goals for various timelines
As a User, I want to set Investment goals, so
that I'm incentivised to Invest

P2

Automatic Saving - A screen to set rules for triggering
investment orders when Goals are met

As a user, I want to set rules for placing
orders, so that my investments are made
automatically

P2

Trending Buckets - Showing the user what are the bucket of
stocks that are currently being viewed and stocks that are
being added to buckets

As a user, I want view the most popular
buckets, so that I can discover hot stocks

P3

Wireframes

Groww Buckets

Created with Figma

https://www.figma.com/file/VJiG5Yg2ZJbb1d2jvoNWXA/Groww-Buckets

Launch Timeline
Timeline

Phase Description Launch Date

Dogfooding Internal testing among stakeholders to identify bugs

Focus Group
Launch

Launch to sample of 1000 users to understand behaviour and identify
blindspots

Final Launch Complete rollout to all users with all necessary fixes

Launch Checklist
Checklist

Name Questions Teams

Support
How are we handling upper and lower circuits when bucket orders are made

What tooltips are we planning to add

Backend

Customer Support

Data
How are we tracking bugs/crashes

What touch points are we tracking to measure success metrics

Data science

QA

@January 3, 2022

@January 15, 2022

@February 1, 2022

https://www.notion.so/Stock-Buckets-Add-multiple-stocks-to-create-a-bundle-c051dd144b7747e5ade1665a4ad9ae4c
https://www.notion.so/Watchlist-to-bucket-Ability-to-convert-exist-watchlist-to-Bucket-243acfe90d5b4ee2894ac0ae6bf1c504
https://www.notion.so/Bucket-buying-Ability-to-set-order-for-each-stock-that-gets-executed-all-at-one-click-4a20ab753f254be38546c4741a3c3838
https://www.notion.so/Bucket-SIP-Ability-set-SIP-for-a-bucket-of-stocks-on-daily-weekly-monthly-basis-8cb32acd3c294e76a54cd3d0af50ba13
https://www.notion.so/Automatic-Saving-Detect-a-transaction-and-notify-user-about-rounded-up-investment-5f9a92f5abc64380a9a89ae95d818696
https://www.notion.so/Automatic-Saving-A-screen-to-set-goals-for-various-timelines-b427db64a32c438fb2c6d49ae059800e
https://www.notion.so/Automatic-Saving-A-screen-to-set-rules-for-triggering-investment-orders-when-Goals-are-met-775645fdf1b9474fb28744753e349564
https://www.notion.so/Trending-Buckets-Showing-the-user-what-are-the-bucket-of-stocks-that-are-currently-being-viewed-an-69a59bb9aafc4e56a3acd0cf7e95022d
https://www.figma.com/file/VJiG5Yg2ZJbb1d2jvoNWXA/Groww-Buckets
https://www.notion.so/Dogfooding-b0bdf991e8b542ffb8ba1b0f93957837
https://www.notion.so/Focus-Group-Launch-ac7073029f1f40c3975c7df9cd559e4a
https://www.notion.so/Final-Launch-fc254933614b4ad6b1e58ee725002a1a
https://www.notion.so/Support-c69dacc8819144edb91ed02150bb4bff
https://www.notion.so/Data-0581beed79dc43c095c34c375827d0ec
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Name Questions Teams

Marketing

Any new banners we need to marketing?

How are planning to educate the user? What is the roll out plan and timeline

What sort of copy do we want to use?

Marketing

Product Design

Security
How are we detecting transactions

How are we handling authorization of buying and selling of assets automatically

Backend

Data science

Security

Problems and Solutions Document
A deep dive on Problem identification and Solution Prioritization that led to the creation of this PRD can be 
found here:

What's next for Groww?

Groww is a platform that makes investing in stocks and mutual funds easy, fast and transparent. Lalit Keshre, the founder and CEO of 
the company started Groww in 2016 with 3 other co-founders who were colleagues at Flipkart before they founded the company. The 
company is currently valued at over $3 billion.

https://ronakt.notion.site/What-s-next-for-Groww-108f643028984bf5ab8ed8e26352a1da

https://www.notion.so/Marketing-d0d0dde470cf4ee2ab4fde1e38a6ef9c
https://www.notion.so/Security-f9ad3ef5ce984e15a2465d82a0585353
https://ronakt.notion.site/What-s-next-for-Groww-108f643028984bf5ab8ed8e26352a1da

